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Creating Educational Posters

Fig. 1 A-C. Educational posters about the baby American alligator, hellbender,

and brook trout, to be put in the Beardsley Zoos research station to help give

guests more information about the less showcased animals.

In order to provide 4-7th grade students in the Fairfield County area with

practical and fun ways to partake in conservation efforts, an educational

conservation workshop was organized.

To determine the Zoo’s effectiveness in educating visitors on

conservation issues and efforts that they could be taking, surveys

were formulated and distributed. 126 were completed on the zoo’s

most popular day (Saturday). These surveys were completed during

between October, 2017 and January, 2018.

Fig 2 A-D (above). Cumulative graphs from the surveys completed as visitors exit the

zoo. Fig 3 (below). Hannah explains the conservation survey to the zoo visitor.

Fig 4. Hannah Auten helps zoo visitor fill out conservation survey.

Connecticut’s Beardsley Zoo has zoo literature and informational

graphics throughout the park. Within the zoo’s Research Station,

which houses the zoo’s small educational animals, signage is lacking.

In order to amend this issue, posters with images of the animal,

critical information, and possible conservation information were

created. The goal of these posters was to provide a fun and attractive

way for zoo visitors to learn about the research station animals, and

provide ideas for visitors to partake in conservation.

Based on the responses of the zoo guests, the zoo is adequately

informing guests on conservation issues, but needs improvement

on educating them with applicable ways on how to contribute to

conservation efforts. As such, the youth summit could help meet

this need. The source that is best educating guests is adult zoo

volunteers (see supplemental material). Due to the season, students

were the least helpful, but if the surveys had been filed during the

summer, the number would most likely significantly change, as

students are unable to volunteer during the school year.

Our goal
We sought to reach a broader audience with basic conservation knowledge and easy conservation applications. To do so, an assessment of the 

current Beardsley Zoo achievements was polled; educational posters were created; and a workshop was organized to equip younger generations with 

an awareness of some standard conservation issues, simple and practical ways to conserve, and possibly a passion to conserve the earth.
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Water Conservation:
How much water do you use in your house?

● A worksheet the allows the kids to estimate how

much water they use on a daily basis

Recycling:
Trash or Ca$h

● A group game that educates kids on the basics of

recycling in a fun way

Deforestation:
Lumberjacks vs Planters

● A group game that can start conversation about

deforestation and its detrimental effects

Wildlife Conservation:
Animal Ambassadors

● The zoo has various animal ambassadors which 

can be shown to the kids to connect with bigger 

animal conservation ideas

Plant Conservation:
Plant Planting

● Uses a recycled can for the kids to plant a plant, 

in order to give a real life example of a way to 

repurpose things while also showing them that 

they can be a part of the solution  

General Conservation 

Knowledge:
Conservation Trivia

● A fun whole group activity that goes over some

mixed conservation topics in order to further

students knowledge and understanding of

some conservation issues

Purpose:

The Plan: 

Goal & Premise:

Planning and Executing Youth Summit What does the public know about 

conservation?

Interpretation of Data
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